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Internews-Georgia is monitoring radio channels within the frameworks of the EU-UNDP funded
project “Study and Research on Election Media Coverage for Parliamentary Elections in Georgia”.
The monitoring started on May 20 and will last through December 19, 2016. Evening news releases
of 12 radio broadcasters are monitored. The list of broadcasters includes Radio 1 (Public
Broadcaster), Imedi, Fortuna, Radio Liberty, Palitra, The First Radio, City, Maestro, Hereti
(Lagodekhi), Rioni (Kutaisi), Atinati (Zugdidi) and Ajara (Batumi).
The monitoring of the radio channels revealed the following key findings:








The most time was allocated to the government of Georgia, the Georgian Dream coalition,
and United National Movement;
Of all political parties “Georgian Dream – Democratic Georgia” and “United National
Movement” deserved highest attention. Compared to previous years, however, attitudes are
less polarised and time dedicated to other political parties has relatively increased;
The competition among the broadcasters is minor. Journalists rarely prepare exclusive
stories;
Different broadcasters in some cases provide identical news. It seems that radio channels
distribute information provided by information agencies and radio journalists do not try to
collect additional info;
Majority of the radio broadcasters dedicated less time to news from regions of Georgia;
Majority of radio broadcasters provided minor coverage of social issues and problems of
minorities;
No deep analyses of election programmes and visions of political parties were observed
during the reporting period;

Radio broadcasters were unbiased, no cases of violation of the standards of Journalistic Ethics were
observed.
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“Radio 1”, GPB
News broadcasted by “Radio 1” of the Georgian Pubic Broadcaster was balanced, albeit sparse and
superficial. The channel devoted as much as 3 hours and 35 minutes to the election subjects with
only 3% of direct speech. The most frequently covered subjects were the government (20%),
“United National Movement” (15%), and the Coalition “Georgian Dream” (12%). Activities of the
Prime-Minister, Bidzina Ivanishvili and the government were covered in most positive tone.
However, the fact that the coalition “Georgian Dream” deserved the highest level of negative
coverage means that the channel does not display pro-government inclination.
In the beginning of reporting period, time, almost no time was dedicated to non-parliamentary
opposition parties, however in June the journalists, started to provide in the end of news releases
brief review of pre-election activities the parties, within the frame of which ten opposition parties
were covers. Though short and dry stories were prepared on pre-election campaigns.
Similarly, short was dedicated to coverage of social and minority problems. Radio 1 was not
remarkable with this respect and mostly was limited by quoting the politicians. No journalists’
initiative for finding additional information or preparing exclusive satires was demonstrated.
In general Radio 1 was not biased to any political force. Journalists were not making subjective
assessment and no cases of violation of ethical standards were observed. By covering opposition
parties, the radio channel facilitates avoidance of polarization. However, lack of sources and acute
questions still remain the problem.
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“The First Radio”
In pre-election period “the First Radio” actively covered political processes developed in the
country.

In total the radio broadcaster dedicated 6 hours and 37 minutes to the monitoring

subjects. The most frequently were covered the government (18%), “United National Movement”
(17%) and “Georgian Dream- Democratic Georgia” (15%). Tone mostly was neutral, however
critical positions towards the government were also expressed, reflected in 43% negative tone of
Georgian Dream.
Majority of stories was balanced and different positions were heard. Besides, 60% of the
programme time was dedicated to the respondents’ voice. In order to ensure better understanding
of the processes, positions of experts and civil sector representatives were also presented. Political
processes and activities of the parties were widely covered, however the same cannot be said
regarding covering the issues such as culture or sport.
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In some cases, time was irrationally distributed, for example on 22, 23, 24, 25 June 8 minutes of
in average 12 minutes’ programmes were dedicated to conflict developed near No 53 election
precinct in village Kortskheli, Samegrelo and issues related to that. The same could be said
regarding the briefing of Nika Gvaramia - director general of Rustavi 2, where he mentioned
violation of the rule by the Court of Appeal. However, there are no grounds to say that the stores
were not balanced.
In some cases, the journalists did not present the background and the context of story remained
unclear. For example, on 21 May one of the stories provided information about the session of
Georgian Dream, where the members of the party criticized Davit Koghuashvili’s statements,
however it was not explained which statement was meant and Koghuashvili’s position was neither
covered.
In general, the stories broadcasted via the First Radio are balances and unbiased. Journalistic ethics
standards are adhered as well. However, more proactivity of journalists and finding topics not
discussed by politicians during the press conferences, would make programmes more analytical
and informative.
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“The Radio Palitra”
“The Radio Palitra” broadly and deeply covered events developed in the country. In general, time
dedicated to the monitoring subjects compiled 5 hours and 17 minutes, out of that the most time
was dedicated to the government (31%), “United National Movement” (12%) and Prime Minister
(10%). 43% of the time was allocated for direct speeches of the monitoring subjects. Opposition
parties almost were not covered in positive tone; hence they basically were focused on criticizing
the government. In contrast, ruling political parties responded to critics with highlighting their
success, consequently in their case tone was positive. Thus, such distribution of tones cannot be
explained by biasness of the journalists.
Despite of the fact that “United National Movement” and “Georgian Dream – Democratic Georgia”
were still in the centre of attention; time was allocated to other parties as well. In total 10 parties
were covered, which facilitates to development of diverse electoral environment.
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The radio broadcaster was marked out with balanced stories. Diversity of sources and critical
questions were especially felt. With the regard to the most important issues of the day analytical
stories were prepared, demonstrating the journalist’s effort for covering the essence of the issue
comprehensively and in different prospective.
However, it shall be noticed that during the reporting period there were some cases when topical
issues of the day were not covered at all or covered not in main stories. For example, scandal
related to Manana Kobakhidze’s brother was not covered in the programme broadcasted on 13
June. The last news in the release was the statement of the Minister of Justice - Tea Tsulukiani
made in response to the Constitutional Court.
Compared to the results of monitoring of previous years, we have impression that news of Palitra
are deeper. However, the mentioned is based on only one reporting period and final conclusions
can be made upon analysing the results of monitoring of the next periods.
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“The Radio City”
Despite of short news, “the Radio City” actively covered political events, which is reflected in the
time allocated to 14 political parties as well. However, empirical coverage still is a problem, as
well as lack of analyses and engagement of specialist, citizens or nongovernmental sector.
In total 2 hours and 58 minutes were dedicated to the monitoring subjects, out of that 24% were
provided to government, 13% - “United National Movement” and 11% - Prime Minister.
Significant time was not allocated to any subject in positive or negative context. While 35% of
time was used for direct coverage, surplus of neutral tone can be explained by dry coverage,
lacking journalists’ critical questions. This conclusion is strengthened by qualitative data: in the
course of reporting period no analytical story is prepared, while single stories often were based on
just one source. Besides, journalists covered the politicians’ statements the way to protect the
respondents from unswerving burning questions.
Radio City allocated a lot of time for coverage of pre- election activities of the parties. Besides,
no partiality to any political force is identified. Similarly, to other radios, journalists did not make
subjective assessments and no violation of ethical standards is observed. The mentioned provides
good precondition for considering that radio broadcaster will promote provision of information
to population, though only in case if the journalists become more proactive, strengthen the
questions with facts and try to obtain more information.
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The Radio Liberty
Radio Liberty was still preparing the deepest and the most analytical news, compared to others.
During the reporting period, 7 hours and 45 minutes were dedicated to monitoring subjects, out
if which the most time was allocated to the government (30%), on next position is Georgian
Dream (13%), local government (12%) and “United National Movement” (11%). 27% of total
time was allocated to direct speech, opportunity for which was equally provided to the
representatives of different political forces.
The radiobroadcaster was marked with tones variability as well. Significant part of time was
allocated to the subjects in positive and negative tones, which was caused by diverse coverage in
different aspects.

Coalition “Georgian Dream” got the majority of critics; however, this could

be compensated by positive coverage of the prime minister and government. This means that
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opposition parties often criticise the government, while journalists provide the government
representatives with opportunity to state their position and present arguments in response.
In contrast to the majority of radio broadcasters, the journalists do not let politicians to use the
media as pre-electoral PR tribune, which become possible by the journalists’ tough questions
asked in response to the politicians’ statements, analyses, fact finding and engagement of
nongovernmental organizations. Thus, almost all subjects were covered in negative context. The
journalists were proactive and exclusive stories were prepared on topics less covered by
broadcasters (minorities, gender, social or ecological problems). Besides, significant attention was
dedicated to events developed outside Tbilisi and even more stories were prepared with this regard
than by regional radio broadcasters.
Radio Liberty is balanced and unbiased. Although on daily basis less news is covered, compared
to other radio broadcasters, main topics are viewed deeply and comprehensively, which better
informs voter than bunch of empirical news.
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The Radio Maestro
Events being developed in the country were broadly covered nu the Radio Maestro, especially
political stories. In total 9 hours and 20 minutes were dedicated to the monitoring subjects, out of
that 21% were allocated to the government, 18% - to Georgian Dream – Democratic Georgia and
13# - to United national movement. Non parliamentary political parties were also covered
actively. Besides 52% of time was used for respondents. All political parties had equal
opportunities for direct speech.
Journalists worked in unbiased manner, without subjective assessments. Although news releases
were still empirical and lacking analyses. The journalist, seldom strengthened their questions with
facts and were limited just with brief overview of the politicians’ statements. Consequently, time
for subjects was allocated rather in positive context than negative.
Exclusive stories almost were not prepared, meaning the journalists did not make much effort in
finding topics and information not covered by other radio broadcasters.
Broad news of the radio broadcasters and impartiality of journalists, provide good basis for news.
However, empirical coverage provides less opportunities for voters’ analyses and having own
opinion on particular issues. Consequently, if journalists are not more proactive and do not meet
respondents with tough questions, there is risk that politicians use the media for their PR.
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“The Radio Fortuna”
“The Radio Fortuna” has short news releases, providing brief information to the audience. The
subjects have less time for direct speech, their comments are red by the journalist. However, 41%
of time is used for direct speech, in this case meaning interviews with guests invited in some
programmes. In total 1 hour and 54 minutes are allocated to the subjects, distributed as following:
20% the government, 17% - “Coalition Georgian Dream” and 15% -“United National Movement”.
The journalists do not make subjective assessments, but news were imbalanced and based on one
source. Often, a respondent was criticising a politician in news, but the opponent did not have
opportunity for responding. Neither journalist tried to obtain additional information. Thus,
majority of time dedicated to the government representatives had negative tone, which is not a
problem as such, but it becomes an issue when there is no possibility for response.
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In general, the radio broadcaster works impartially, however similarly to previous years’ empirical
coverage is still main problem, without solving which the radio broadcaster will fail to promote
the voters’ informed choice.

“The Radio Imedi”
“The Radio Imed”i actively covered political evens ongoing in the country. In total 6 hours and
30 minutes were dedicated to the subjects, out of them the top four were the following: the
government, ruling party and its founder Bidzina Ivanishvili (total 56%), then comes “United
National Movement” with 10 %. “Georgian Dream – Democratic Georgia” got 18% more time for
direct speech, then following opposition party “United National Movement”. Similar imbalance
was reflected on tones as well. In total just 8% in positive tone was allocated to the party that was
the most frequently covered; while the government got much more, especially the prime minister
(41%) and the government (26%). However, qualitative data demonstrate that “the Radio Imedi”
worked impartially, providing opportunities for expressing opinion to all parties. This is
confirmed by one of quantitative data – 54% negative tone of “Georgian Dream”.
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The journalists balance stories and presented positions of different parties. Time was allocated to
non- governmental sector as well. Besides, short time was allocated to several non- governmental
opposition parties. Despite of this, in many cases events were covered empirically, which is caused
by the lack of tough questions strengthened with facts. Besides, there are some shortcomings, for
example when journalist does not introduce the respondent, which makes difficult for audience
to understand who is the author of comment and context becomes unclear. In some cases, the
monitoring group was not able to identify respondent and could not count time respectively.
Though running time of the news programme of “the Radio Imedi” gives possibility for covering
diverse topics, social or minority problems mostly remain beyond attention. Presenting positions
of persons responsible for mentioned problems and visions of political parties would help voters
in making informed choice. The journalists of radio broadcaster do not make subjective
assessments and the ethical standards are adhered as well.
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“The Radio Atinati” (town Zugdidi)
The news release of the Radio Atinati lasts no more than five minutes, consequently just 48
minutes were allocated to the monitoring subjects. Basically discussions were about the
government (38%), local government (22%) and “United National Movement” (15%). In the most
cases, news was imbalanced and now deep story was prepared. Consequently, the most time is
dedicated to positive tone, while negative tone was caused by quoting critical statements of
politicians made towards one another. Anchor was reading news in style of information agency
and voice of respondents was not heard.
The radio broadcaster basically was covering central news and provided less time for the events
ongoing in the region. The journalists paid less attention to social and minority problems existing
in Samegrelo. The mentioned creates doubt, that the anchor was quoting news prepared by
information prepared by information agency and journalists spend no time for preparing exclusive
stories. Besides, critical attitude towards governmental projects was never heard in the stories.
The journalists did not make subjective assessments and adhered ethical standards. However
empirical news will never enable audience to develop opinion regarding particular event. It would
be better for regional radio broadcaster, having short running time, to dedicate more time to
regional problems instead of central ones.
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“The Radio Rioni” (city Kutaisi)
“The Radio Rioni” prepares about 10 minutes’ news, where provides brief review of events
developed on central level and in Imereti region. In total 5 hours and 9 minutes were dedicated
to the subjects. Out of that 19% of time was allocated to local government, 16% - to central
government and 11% - to Coalition Georgian Dream. 27% of time was used for direct speech of
the respondents.
In June the radio broadcaster paid less attention to coverage of election campaign, however
number of stories prepared about political parties, including non-parliamentary opposition was
significantly increased in July. Provided information is yet empirical and limited with coverage
of the politicians’ statements. As understood form the stories pre-electoral campaign (presentation
of programmes, meetings with population and setting up headquarters) is not yet in active phase
in Imereti. Thus, deep stories are rather expected in the next reporting periods.
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Main problem of the radio broadcaster is lacking analytical coverage. Journalists actively try to
obtain comments from respondents. However, their questions were les tough and politicians were
offered with opportunity to present themselves in positive context. The mentioned was reflected
on imbalance of tones, where positive tone was clearly prevailed. Coverage of local government
is special problem, in particular of Shota Murghulia – Mayor of Kutaisi. Journalists allocated much
time to him. Time was dedicated to him not only in covering political but cultural and sport
meetings as well. For example, in the course of chess championship, journalist takes comment
from the mayor and not from a participant. Avoiding such cases or asking tough questions is
extremely important in pre-election period, in order to prevent or reveal misuse of administrative
resources in benefit of any political party.
In general, the radio broadcaster adheres ethical standards. Besides, journalists are far more active
than in case of majority of other broadcasters, which is reflected in recording comments and
covering different events. However, without journalists’ scepticism or facts based critical
questions, politicians can easily use the radio for their PR.
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“The Radio Hereti” (town Lagodekhi)
“The Radio Hereti” actively covered events ongoing in the country. Compared to the results of
monitoring of previous years, the number of stories prepared on central events increased
significantly, which can be explained by the increase of the radio broadcaster’s scope. However,
Hereti continues intensive coverage of the events taking place in Kakheti region.
In the course of reporting period, the radio broadcaster allocated 6 hours and 15 minutes to the
subjects. The most time was allocated to the government (23%), “Georgian Dream – Democratic
Georgia” (14%) and Bidzina Ivanishvili (12%). The most time (53%) was used for direct speeches.
The radio broadcaster paid attention to pre-election processes and non-parliamentary opposition
parties as well. However, in this case journalists were limited with brief quoting of the statements
and revealed less scepticism.
The stories were marked with multiplicity of the sources. Coverage of events from different
prospective, was reflected on diversity of tones. Journalists of the Radio Hereti were remarkably
proactive. They asked tough questions and tried to obtain additional information. They actively
covered political, cultural, economic or sport news; asked critical questions to the persons
responsible for problems. Consequently, frequently covered subjects had negative tone as well.
The radio broadcaster operated impartially, adhering ethical standards. Compared with previous
years, quality of news releases is improved. However, coverage of pre-election campaign still
requires improvement. Preparation of critical and deep stories on visions of political parties and
their future plans will help the audience in making informed choice.
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“The Radio Adjara” (Batumi)
“The Radio Adjara” actively covered the events ongoing in the country. The most attention was
paid to events developed in Autonomous Republic of Adjara. The journalists covered political,
social economic as well as cultural events. In total 3 hours and 45 minutes were dedicated to the
subjects. 19% of this time was allocated to local government, 16% - to the government and 15% to United National Movement. 34% of this time was dedicated to direct speech.
Coverage of pre-election campaign is not yet in active phase. However, several stories on political
activities of the parties in Ajara are already prepared. The radio broadcaster prepared brief but
balanced programs. Basically they used to cover several positions regarding one issue. However,
mentioned format was limited with the politicians’ statements. The journalists’ initiative for
obtaining additional information and ask tough questions was less shown. The same is indicated
by surplus neuter tone. Besides, sometimes respondents did not introduce themselves and it was
unclear for audience, who was speaking.
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In general, the broadcaster is unbiased and balanced and ethical standards are adhered. While less
proactivity of journalists and lack of tough questions still requires improvement.

Conclusion
During reporting period, the radio broadcasters actively covered political processes ongoing in the
country. However, less attention was paid to social and minorities’ issues. Similar to previous
years, the radio broadcasters are not biased to any political force. However, empirical and dry
coverage still remains a problem. The journalists were limited with quoting the statements and
did not ask tough questions. Consequently, there is the risk that the politicians will use the media
for their PR in pre-election period, avoiding justification of facts and healthy disputes.
Consequently, it is necessary for journalists to be more sceptic, get prepared for interviews in
advance and ask fact based critical questions. The state projects, discussed by the representatives
of political parties, shall be covered especially critically, since the questions regarding the use of
administrative resources in benefit of any political party, shall not be left unanswered.
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Empirical coverage of the events will not help audience in making informed choice. Since
different radio broadcasters often prepare identical stories, the audience will not be able to
develop justified opinion listening to several radios instead of one. The radios” Liberty” and
“Palitra” are exceptions, “Hereti” as well among the regionals. Mentioned radio broadcasters
prepare relatively deep and analytical stories. Besides the improvement is felt in terms of balance,
for example “First Radio” and “Ajara” are more balanced compared to the monitoring of previous
years.
News releases are less polarized. Although the most of time is dedicated to “United National
Movement” and “Georgian Dream – Democratic Georgia”, time for covering other political parties
is also increased. Despite of this, analytical stories are not prepared on political visions of the
parties, basically assessment of one another’s statements and attendance of pre -election events
are covered.
In general, the radio broadcasters work impartially, in compliance with ethical standards. The
journalists do not make subjective assessments, and no facts of hidden advertisement, using hate
language or manipulating with music/voice are recorded. The mentioned provides good
prerequisite for ensuring the radio broadcasters’ support to the voters in making informed choice.
However only in the event if:


The journalists are more proactive and try to cover additional topics/information;



The journalists are more sceptical and change tendency enabling politicians to use media
for their PR avoiding tough questions;



The radio broadcasters pay more attention to social and minorities’ problems, and present
opinions of responsible persons and politicians with that regard;



Pay more attention to the assessments of NGO sector and specialists, which will increase
possibility of in depth analyses of the events;



Pay more attention to the processes ongoing in regions and their problems, and are not
limited with covering the cases of central importance (for example Kortskheli incident);
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The radio broadcasters pay more attention to political visions and programmes of the
country and are not limited with empirical coverage of the meetings with the population;



The journalists avoid or express too much critical attitude towards politicians, while
covering the events less related to them (for example: extremely positive coverage of
politicians’ attendance of sport, cultural, religious, educational events).
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